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Self-Archiving
What is Self Archiving?
 An author is responsible for submitting 
their work into the archive
 Sometimes upload is done by student or 
secretary but it is still the authors 
responsibility
Advantages to the Archive
 It is in the authors interest to have their 
work in the archive, more likely to actually 
get done
 Distributes load over many staff
 The author is best person to enter correct 
information
Advantages to the Author
 Dissemination
 Increased visibility (Google, OAI…)
More visibility leads to more citations
 Preservation
 Able to easily find old papers
Items placed in arXiv.org take months to get cited, 
rather than years.
Self-Archiving FAQ
by Professor Stevan Harnad
 http://www.eprints.org/self-faq/ 
Open Archives
and
OAI-PMH
Open Archives?
 An open archive is an archive which 
exports its metadata in a useful way (OAI-
PMH)
 Most also make some or all content 
available for free
What is OAI-PMH
 The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for 
Metadata Harvesting
 A way of asking an archive about the stuff it’s got 
in it.
 This allows services to provide searches and 
other functionality across the metadata from 
many archives.
 XML over HTTP
What Questions can you ask 
via OAI-PMH?
 Identify
 GetRecord
 ListIdentifiers
 ListMetadataFormats
 ListRecords
 ListSets
Identify
 Who are you?
 What kind of stuff do you contain?
 What is the copyright of your data and 
your metadata?
“A collection-level description”
GetRecord
 Give me the metadata of a single record!
ListRecords
 Give me the metadata of all your records!
 May be limited by the date a record was 
last modified
 May be limited to a subset of the archive 
(e.g. only physics related records, but only 
if supported by archive)
ListIdentifiers
 Give me a list of all your records!
 May be limited by date record was last 
modified
 May be limited to a subset of the archive 
(e.g. only physics related records, but only 
if supported by archive)
ListMetadataFormats
 What metadata formats can you supply?
All archives must supply Dublin Core but 
may supply other metadata formats too.
ListSets
 What subsets of your records may I ask 
for?
Some archives define subsets, by subject, 
by rights etc. e.g. Physics related records, 
or public domain items or peer-reviewed 
items. 
So how does a service query
an archive?
 The first time it asks for ALL records.
 Then, every so often (day, week…) it asks 
for everything that’s changed since it last 
asked.
CogPrints
(GNU EPrints)
1600 Records
www.orgprints.org
(GNU EPrints)
264 Records
arXiv
(custom software)
230,000 Records
D-Space @ MIT
(D-Space Software)
769 Records
Harvester #1
(Psychology Service)
500 Cogprints
169 D-Space
Harvester #2
(Physics Aggregator)
150,000 arXiv
162 D-Space
Harvester #3
(General Service)
230,000 arXiv
769 D-Space
264 OrgPrints
1600 CogPrints
150,162 “Improved” records
from physics aggregator 
Archive 
Service A
1403 records
HarvesterGive me everything!
1403 records
OK!
(1403 records)
Day 1
Archive 
Service A
1501 records
Harvester
Archive 
Service B
123 records
Give me everything
in set “physics”
1403 records
OK!
(15 records)
Day 2
15 records
Give me all records which were 
added or changed since yesterday
OK!
(102 new records, 
4 deleted records,
23 changed records)
5 1 r r
Archive 
Service A
1490 records
Harvester
Archive 
Service B
123 records
Give me everything in set 
“physics” which were 
added or changed since 
yesterday.
1501 records
OK!
(0 new records,
1 record changed)
Day 3
15 records
Give me all records which were 
added or changed since yesterday
OK!
(25 new records, 
36 deleted records,
3 changed records)
490 
What are these records?
 Dublin Core
 Title
 Creator
 Date
 Description
 Identifier (URL)
…
 Very simple, but more useful than plain text.
Dublin Core in OAI
 Do I have to use Dublin Core? It’s not very 
good, is it?
You must provide Dublin Core data via OAI, 
so that all harvesters can use your data.
You may also provide any other metadata 
formats you want to (MARC, AMF, one you-
made-up etc.)
What a user sees…
 Our example user is searching for an item 
about badgers that they heard about that 
was written by someone called 
“Monkhouse”.
 They tried google but only found articles 
which mentioned the item they were 
looking for or fan sites about Bob 
Monkhouse the TV presenter.

Archives Supporting OAI
 arXiv.org Eprint Archive (246080 
records)
http://arXiv.org/
 The Australian National 
University (ANU) Eprints (1585 
records)
http://eprints.anu.edu.au/
 BioMed Central (BMC) (9222 
records)
http://www.biomedcentral.com/
 CERN Document Server (17269 
records)
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/
 CogPrints Archives (1719 
records)
http://cogprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
 Digital Library of MIT Theses
(7960 records)
http://theses.mit.edu:80/
 Ethnologue: Languages of the 
World (7148 records)
http://www.ethnologue.com/web.a
sp
 Hong Kong University Theses 
Online (8747 records)
http://sunzi.lib.hku.hk/hkuto/
 Indiana University Digital 
Library Program (2726 records)
http://dlib.indiana.edu/
Examples taken from oaister.org 
statistics.
They list over 200 archives.
OAI Harvesters
 Large and General
 Smaller and Quality Controlling
 Specialized Harvesters
 Value-Adding
General Harvesters 
 Harvest all available sources
 Large quantity of data to search
 Unlikely to be able to ensure high quality 
of data
 http://www.oaister.org/
1,723,003 records
 from 203 institutions
Smaller Harvesters
 A harvester collecting data from a smaller 
number of archives
 Less data
 Easier to maintain a high quality (reject 
archives with poor data)
 May require certain policies of source 
archives (e.g. Peer-review only)
 http://www.myoai.com
 Harvests from 17 archives
Specialized Harvesters
 Similar to “Smaller Harvesters”
 Only harvest records related to a single 
theme 
 Based in a single “community” so easier to 
arrange compatible metadata
 http://digital.library.ucla.edu/sheetmusic/
Only harvests from archives containing sheet 
music.
Value-Adding Harvesters
 Provide more than simple search facility
 Can also provide OAI export of “improved” 
or collated metadata
 http://citebase.eprints.org/
Uses database to find cited papers
Builds statistics and tools using citation 
information
Requires either citation data or full text access
What exactly is 
an E-Print, 
anyway?
What is an E-Print?
An online 
version of a 
peer-reviewed 
research paper
An electronic 
document
Also… GNU EPrints is a piece of software developed at 
Southampton University, UK, to assist creating archives of E-Prints. 
Definitions vary…
An electronic 
document related 
to research or 
academia
Subject Archives
and
Institutional 
Archives
Subject Archives
 Discipline Based
 Accept items relevant to the subject of the 
archive
 Impossible to be complete
 No way to force authors to submit their 
work
Example Subject Archives
 Cogprints: Cognitive Sciences EPrint 
Archive
http://cogprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
(Using GNU EPrints software)
 arXiv: A large archive of mostly physics 
and mathematics papers. 
http://www.arXiv.org/
(Running their own software)
Institutional Archives
 Based around an institution
University (or department of University)
Other research organization
 Contains only content from members
 Possible to make policy that members 
must add
 Benefits clearer to administrators!
Example Institutional Archives
 Austrailian National University 
http://eprints.anu.edu.au/ 
(Using GNU EPrints software)
 DSpace at MIT
https://dspace.mit.edu/
(Using MIT's DSpace softare)
Goals of Institutional Archives
 Dissemination of research
 Preservation of research
 Lists and Websites
 Collecting statistics
 Most people can only see one or two of these 
goals, and get frustrated when other people do 
not see their goals for the archive.
To achieve the goals…
 Dissemination of research
OAI Interface, Freely available documents
 Preservation of research
Quality metadata, good choice of document formats
 Lists and Websites
 Complete metadata 
 Collecting statistics
 Complete and accurate metadata
Too many Goals?
 Goals are not mutually-exclusive
 Each goal increases cost and complexity of 
archive
 Decide clear policy of goals right at the start!
 Quality of metadata depends on training and 
time taken to enter and check it – potentially 
expensive!
Archive Requirements 
Checklist 
 What metadata you want to collect 
 How you will ensure quality 
 What should not go in your archive (do you allow unpublished work, 
software manuals, mp3's of speeches?) 
 What formats you will allow/require. PDF, MS Word, Powerpoint, 
ASCII etc. 
 Will you allow records without documents attached? 
 If your goals include preservation; you need to have a long-term 
strategy of funding and support. 
 Any other special features which you need (for example importing 
bibtex data, automatic conversion of formats etc) 
Software for Institutional 
Archives
 GNU EPrints - University of Southampton 
(my own!) http://software.eprints.org/
 DSpace - from M.I.T. / H.P.  
http://dspace.org/
 Other tools are available for things such as 
thesis archives, library collections etc.
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What is GNU EPrints 2?
 Creates Online Archive
 Free Software
 OAI Compliant
 Targeted at Scholarly Material
 Adaptable
 Extendable
What is an EPrint? 
(in the GNU EPrints System)
 System Metadata
 Eprint ID Number
 Deposit date
 Archive Metadata
 Title
 Year
 Authors
 Zero or more Documents
What is a Document?
 System Metadata
Document ID
Format
 One or more files (in the filesystem)
Workflow 1
 New user registers via web
 User is emailed a confirmation URL
 User visits URL to activate account
An alternative is to auto-create user 
accounts from your own institution 
database.

Workflow 2
 User configures personal metadata
Name
Address
Research interests
The Administrator may add remove and 
modify user-fields.

Workflow 3
 User creates a new EPrint
 Enters metadata
 Uploads documents
 Views preview
 User “deposits” EPrint
EPrint is now in “submission buffer”


Workflow 4
 Editor views deposited EPrints
 Editor may:
 Approve EPrint into main archive
 Edit EPrint
 Return EPrint to user with email explaining problem
 Delete EPrint
Workflow 5
 EPrint is now “Live”
 EPrint appears in searches
 EPrint appears in “views”
 EPrint has “abstract” page with metadata 
summary & links to documents
 Abstract page has static URL
 EPrint appears in OAI



How much will it cost?
 Free? 
 Still need hardware & staff
 Not just $0.00
 Not free as in “lunch”, but free as in “Willy”
Hardware
 Machine running UNIX (eg. Linux)
 512M+ RAM 
 20Gb+ of disk space
 Remember to budget for backups!
A demo version could run on a much smaller 
machine than this.
Staff Costs
 2 or 3 days of UNIX admin?
 A few hours of UNIX admin each configuration 
change
Months to be ready, need the admin on-and-off
 Data Entry can be expensive and error-prone
 Low long-term costs are much lower
 Support to teach staff to enter their own records
 2 – 3 minutes to approve/reject each record
Design Philosophy
 It’s never going to be perfect!
 Default is a good starting point 
 Will need some changes
 EPrints is configurable rather than 
“perfect” out of the box
 Possible to build new tools & views
Technology
 Any UNIX-like OS
 Developed under RedHat’s GNU/Linux distro.
 Written in PERL
 Not very efficient in terms of RAM
 Allows rapid development and modification
 XML for import, export and parts of the 
configuration
 Apache and mod_perl
 MySQL database
Internationalisation
 Core Design Issue 
 XML Phrase File for easy translation
 Multilanguage support
 Uses UTF-8 encoding throughout 
(Unicode)
 Option of Multilingual Metadata



Other Features
 OAI 1.1 and 2.0 support
 Metadata search
 Subscriptions 
 Export metadata as XML 
Making it available Online
 Activate the OAI interface
 Easy to view format:
Plain Text
HTML
PostScript
PDF
 Visible to Search Engines
More Information
 GNU EPrints Website
http://software.eprints.org/
 EPrints Project Website
http://eprints.org/
Further Reading
 GNU EPrints 2 Overview
 http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/archive/00006840/
 Applications, Potential Problems and a 
Suggested Policy for Institutional E-Print 
Archives
 http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/archive/00006768/
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